NOTIFICATION

Candidates with the following Hall Ticket Numbers are provisionally declared to have passed the M.Phil/Ph.D., Written Examination of this University held in the month of January, 2019.

**Ph.D., Written Examination**

1. Department of Applied Mathematics
   PhD2017AM01, 02, 0150114 and 15

2. Department of Applied Microbiology
   PhD2017AMB01 and 03
   PhD2017AMB04 passed for paper – II only

3. Department of Biochemistry
   PhD2017BCH01, 02, 03 and 04
   PhD2017BCH05 passed for paper – II only

4. Department of Biotechnology
   PhD2017BTT01 Only
   PhD2017BTT02 passed for paper – II only

5. Department of Home Science
   Food and Nutrition Science
   PhD2017FSN01, 04, 05 and 06
   PhD2017FSN08 passed for paper – II only

   Human Development and Family Studies
   PhD2017HDFS01, 02, 03 and 04
   **Supplemental:** 0151411 passed for paper – I only

P.T.O
6. Department of Sericulture
   PhD2017SER101 passed for paper – II only

7. Department of Botany
   Supplemental: 0150612 passed for paper – I only

8. Department of Zoology
   0150912 Only

**M.Phil., Written Examination**

1. Department of Home Science
   Supplemental: 0151401 passed for paper – II only
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To

The Notice Board
Copy to the Dean, Academic Affairs, SPMVV, Tirupati
Copy to the Dean, School of Sciences, SPMVV for information
Copy to the Heads/Head i/c’s, of the above concerned departments with a request to bring it to the notice of all Research Scholars, SPMVV for information.
Copy to the concerned Research Supervisors of all departments, SPMVV, for information.
Copy to the B4 Seat, Examination Section, SPMVV, Tirupati for information
Copy to the PRO, SPMVV, Tirupati for information.
Copy to the Website